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Online Communication, Social Media and Adolescent Wellbeing: A Systematic Narrative Review

Abstract
Background: Much debate and polarisation exists regarding the impact of online social technologies on the mental wellbeing of young people.
Objective: To systematically review and synthesise current empirical research on this topic, identifying both the beneficial and harmful effects of online communication and social media technology amongst young people.
Methods: A systematic narrative review of research published between January 2003 and April 2013, retrieved using rigorous searching on eight bibliographic databases. Results were then subject to review using a quality appraisal tool and a narrative synthesis methodology. A theoretical framework was developed for the synthesis using concepts from mental health and communication studies literature.
Results: Systematic searching retrieved 43 original research papers investigating or exploring the effects of online technologies on adolescent mental well-being or related concept(s). The benefits of using online technologies were reported as increased self-esteem, perceived social support, increased social capital, safe identity experimentation and increased opportunity for self-disclosure. Harmful effects were reported as increased exposure to harm, social isolation, depression and cyber-bullying. The majority of studies reported either mixed or no effect(s) of online social technologies on adolescent wellbeing.
Conclusions: This systematic narrative review has revealed contradictory evidence while revealing an absence of robust causal research regarding the impact of social media on mental wellbeing of young people. Online technologies are increasingly being used for health and social care purposes, but further research is required to give confidence that these are appropriately designed to promote the mental health care and support of young people.
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1.0 Introduction

The ‘science of networks’ (Watts, 2007) has evolved significantly over the course of the last decade spurred by the popularity of online communication through social media technology. One group to fully embrace this new medium are young people, with some international data suggesting that 83% of those aged 18 – 29 years use social networking sites (Duggan and Brenner, 2013). Data from the ‘EU Kids Online’ survey estimates that an average 15 – 16 year old spends 118 minutes per day online (O’Neill et al, 2011). In recognition of the extent of this exposure one must consider the impact of online social media technology is having on young people’s psycho-social well-being. Following an advanced systematic database search method, this paper presents a ‘narrative review’ of research relating to the effects of social media technology (SMT) on adolescent wellbeing to provide a much needed synthesis of current knowledge and a clear direction for future research.

2.0 Context

2.1 Social Media Technology

Increasingly, academic research has focused on the potential benefits and pitfalls of current technologies, not least in regard to SMT. Of particular interest are social networking sites (SNS) which are defined as “websites which make it possible to form online communities and share user created content” (Kim et al, 2010).

This technology allows for immediate, low cost, private and hidden communication, making it difficult to monitor. Furthermore, it provides the opportunity for both synchronous (immediate) and asynchronous (delayed) communication (Barak, 2007; Stefanone et al, 2011). Positive mental health benefits using SNS’s such as increases in social capital via wider social networks have been reported (Ellison et al, 2007), although some studies have highlighted online risks such as cyber-bullying, social isolation and exploitation (Kraut et al, 1998; McPherson et al, 2006; Juvonen and Gross; 2008; Milani et al, 2009). Other researchers have avoided this dichotomy between the positives and negatives and have perceived the reality to lie “somewhere between these two extremes” (Bryant et al, 2006).

SNS’s however, are only one form of SMT (Moorhead et al, 2013). This distinction is important as individual SMT’s have unique features and may influence wellbeing
differently. This is illustrated when one examines the literature on personality types and online communication whereby both introverts and extraverts may benefit from using SMT’s - yet they may choose to use different platforms e.g. introverts may prefer chat rooms (increased anonymity) whereas extraverts may prefer Facebook (Orchard & Fullwood, 2010; Ryan and Xenos, 2011).

2.2 Adolescence

The United Nations Population Fund estimates that there are over 1.8 billion young people aged 10 - 24 in the world today (UN-DESA, 2010), many of whom are facing significant new pressures and challenges due to the increasing demands of modern society (Stengård and Appelqvist-Schmidlechner, 2010). In addition, it has been suggested that children today require more support, training and coping skills to prepare them for a “more complex and technologically advanced society” (Mathur and Freeman, 2002: 695-696). In the midst of such technological advances one must consider the developmental influences these new technologies are having on young people.

The creation and maintenance of friendship networks is considered an important and developmentally significant process during adolescence (Hartup, 1996; Strasburger et al, 2009; Manago et al, 2012). During this life stage the peer group often assumes key importance and displaces parental relationships as the principal source of social support for the young person (Coleman, 1974; Boyd and Bee, 2012). Current popular SNS’s were launched post 2003 (Boyd and Ellison, 2007) with the result that today’s generation of adolescent’s are the first cohort to have ‘grown up’ with online social networking. To date, academic attention in this area appears skewed towards young adult populations, namely older college students (Ellison et al, 2007; Manago et al, 2012). The apparent dearth of research relating to the adolescent age group provided the impetus for the current study and was used to focus on sample populations with a mean age below 20.

2.3 Wellbeing

The term Wellbeing (WB) may be viewed as an abstract and wholly individualised concept whose meaning appears in constant flux. Consequently, it is difficult to operationalize and measure. Research in this field has divided wellbeing into two
areas; (1) Hedonic and (2) Eudaimonic. Hedonic theorists tend to view wellbeing in a
pleasure vs. displeasure paradigm (Ryan and Deci, 2001), with research investigating hedonic wellbeing employing Subjective Well-Being (SWB) as an
assessment measure, consisting of the components of life satisfaction, positive
affect and negative affect. Eudaimonic psychologists distinguish themselves from the
hedonic notion of ‘happiness’ and measure WB by how one lives and fulfils one’s life
(Ryff and Keyes, 1995; Ryff and Singer, 2000).

Regardless of WB measure, there appears a strong link between social support and
WB. Past studies by both by Argyle (1987) and De Neve (1999) have shown
association between wellbeing and high ‘relatedness’ provided by social networks
(Argyle, 1987; DeNeve, 2000). A research review by Nezlek (2000) also concluded
that in general those who have greater intimacy and higher quality relationships also
have higher wellbeing. The importance of social support networks is further
emphasised when one considers the psychological costs associated with the
suppression of emotions caused by limited social support (King and Pennebaker,
1998; DeNeve and Cooper, 1998). Cohen and Ashby-Wills (1985) also found
evidence of a buffering hypothesis whereby social support mitigates against the full
harm of negative life events.

It can be viewed as imperative that the wellbeing consequences of migration towards
online social networking (OSN) by the developmentally vulnerable adolescent
population is fully investigated and understood. As there is an over-representation of
adult sample populations within current research (e.g. undergraduates), the umbrella
label of WB, under which a variety of related concept fall, allowed for the inclusion of
a sufficient number of studies to warrant a narrative review.

3.0 Materials and Methods

This study reviews the evidence regarding the effects of SMT on adolescent
wellbeing. The methodological principles upon which this study was developed are
influenced by systematic reviewing techniques (Taylor et al, 2007; McFadden et al,
2012) and include seeking transparent and rigorous approaches to identification,
quality appraisal and synthesis of studies. At its simplest, systematic reviews are
“designed to provide a reliable picture of ‘current best evidence’ relevant to a
particular question” (MacDonald, 2003). While great emphasis is placed on the rigour
of selection and appraisal methods within such reviews, of equal importance is the methodical quality of data synthesis (Killick and Taylor, 2009). Campbell et al (2003: 5) describes ‘synthesis’ as “a process of extracting data from individual research studies and interpreting and representing them in a collective form”.

In most cases the final product of such reviews is the presentation of a statistical (quantitative) or narrative (qualitative) summary of findings (Rodgers et al, 2009). Due to the nature of the research question and research designs involved within this review a statistical meta-analysis of data was not possible so a narrative review approach to synthesise was used. Narrative reviews may be used to explore studies that investigate:- the effects of interventions; the factors shaping the implementation of interventions; the needs and/or preferences of particular population groups; the causes of particular social and/or health problem (Popay et al, 2006). The methodology of narrative synthesis was informed by the work of Popay and colleagues (2006: 11) who developed an approach involving four specific elements or steps: - (1) Developing a theory of how the intervention works, why and for whom; (2) Developing a preliminary synthesis of findings of included studies; (3) Exploring relationships in the data; (4) Assessing the robustness of the synthesis. The method was further validated in work by Rogers et al (2009) citing how rigorous narrative synthesis approaches added “meaning to quantitative findings”. This framework was adopted to reduce bias and to enhance the transparency of the review.

3.1 Search Strategy

This study utilised systematic searching techniques to retrieve relevant research studies pertaining to the search topic (McFadden et al, 2012). This was defined as the ‘influence of social networking sites on the mental wellbeing of adolescents’. Searches were performed on the following eight bibliographic databases: (1) Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA); (2) Communication Abstracts; (3) Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health (CINAHL); (4) Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC) (5) Medline (Ovid); (6) PsycINFO; (7) Scopus and (8) Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) (see figure 1).
All searches took place within a one week period (11th – 18th April, 2013), each involving up to 41 key words across three concept groups and a pre-defined ‘published within’ range of 1st January 2003 – 11th April 2013. The concept groups used to create the search structure were: (1) online social networking; (2) mental-wellbeing and (3) adolescent(s). Figure 2 shows a generic search query used as part of the systematic search process.
Figure 2: The generic search formula

(Adolescen* OR “Young People” OR Child* OR Youth OR Teen* OR Juvenile)

AND

(“Social Media” OR “Online Friends” OR “Online Social Network” OR “Online Social Networking” OR “Online Communities” OR Facebook OR MSN OR Twitter OR Blog OR “Chat Rooms” OR MySpace OR “Online Forum” OR “Net Generation” OR “Digital Natives” OR “Generation Z” OR Cyberspace OR Cyberbullying OR Cyber-bullying OR “Social Networking Sites” OR “Web 2.0”)

AND

(“Wellbeing” OR “Well-being” OR “Social Support” OR “Perceived Social Support” OR “Mental Health” OR “Self-efficacy” OR “Life Satisfaction” OR “Self-Esteem” OR “Social Capital”)

3.2 Selecting for relevance

Using pre-defined inclusion criteria, titles and abstracts (n= 2004) were reviewed and selected by two members of the research team, with any non-agreement referred to a third reviewer. All included papers had to contain a focus on some form of communicative social media technology. This included blogs, message boards, interactive websites, forums, social networking sites, video sharing platforms (e.g. YouTube) etc. Studies which included samples above 19 years of age were only selected if the mean age was 19 or below. The authors were less prescriptive regarding younger sample populations as they will present with much the same developmental (and generational) vulnerabilities. Grey literature and non-English language papers were excluded due to time and cost constraints. Papers that investigated the impact of the internet were removed unless they included variables relating to interactive online communication with others. A total of 132 studies were identified and subject to full text review. The removal of duplicate studies, theoretical
material, descriptive case study articles and policy documents produced a final total of 43 original studies presenting empirical research (See Table 2). Using the Kappa statistic, inter-rater reliability between reviewers recorded at 0.82 denoting substantial agreement (p<0.05) (Landis and Koch, 1977).

3.3 Quality appraisal of studies

The researchers used the Downs and Black Instrument to appraise methodological quality of quantitative studies (Downs and Black, 1998). This tool is recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration for use with both randomised and non-randomised trials and has been successfully utilised in a recent systematic review of social media within health communication (Downs and Black, 1998; Moorhead et al, 2013). The tool involves questions regarding four key areas (reporting, external validity, internal validity – bias and internal validity – confounding). The total quality score is calculated from questions under these four headings with a maximum score of 32.

Various tools exist to aid in the appraisal of qualitative research e.g. CASP (Critical Appraisal Skills Programme) and the Quality Framework (Spencer et al, 2003; CASP, 2006). The researchers used both these tools to inform the quality appraisal of qualitative research located within the study. It was recognised that there is less consensus on quality appraisal of qualitative research (Dixon-Woods et al, 2007). With this in mind, the merits of and caveats to each research design were discussed within the research team until consensus was achieved. These tools were used only to assess methodological quality and were not used as a means of synthesis.

3.4 Synthesis method: Developing a theoretical model for analysis

Before commencing the narrative review process the authors used the studies themselves to elicit a viable theoretical template to begin the synthesis. Such a method of categorisation has been successfully employed in previous work of a similar nature and scope (Killick and Taylor, 2009). This approach was particularly important in this case as the literature was derived from diverse fields of knowledge and the inter-relationship between studies is less obvious than if there were a consistent frame of reference and terminology across studies. A thematic analysis of each study allowed for a deductive approach to the organisation of key themes and issues. No single theory or model provided the necessary applicability and scope to
fully categorise the literature. Consequently, a multi-dimensional framework of analysis was developed linking theoretical models from the fields of communication, sociology and psychology. The impact of online social networking among adolescents and the associated nuances is felt throughout the three social levels at macro-, meso- and micro-levels, and a framework at these different levels was developed as described below.

3.5 Multi-level approaches

Multi-level approaches are well established within academic literature(s), particularly that of sociology and organisational research (Rousseau, 2011). Simply put, micro level research pertains to individual interactions and processes; macro level research is concerned with wider structural forces and meso research, aptly taken from the Greek word for ‘in between’ involves group behaviours and processes (House et al, 1995). These paradigms are often used within both quantitative and qualitative research to inform and guide the analytical process. Kozlowski and Klein (2000: 218-220) highlight three broad analytical models present within these approaches:

1. Single level models: Relationships among variables at one level of analysis;

2. Cross level models: Describes the relationship among variables at different levels of analysis; and

3. Homologous multi-level models: Relationships between two or more variables hold at multiple levels of analysis.

3.5.1. Macro Level: Communication Approaches

Woodstock (2002) contends that ‘communication’ is the process through which individuals learn about the world around them. Central to this proposition, is the presence of communication within a context of human interaction and social development (Green et al, 2002; Alder and Rodman, 2006). In fact, some theorists have gone as far as to suggest that inter-personal communication is a key facet of identity formation (Scott, 2007), thus linking communication theory, interpersonal networks and human development. While an uncontested account of ‘communication theory’ remains to be achieved, what appears clear is that online communication is a
separate phenomenon with distinguishable characteristics that differentiate it from face to face communication (Walther, 1992). This paper draws upon Shannon and Weaver's (1949) Mathematical Model of Communication to conceptualise this difference (see figure 2).

Figure 3. Shannon and Weaver (1949) Mathematical Model of Communication

The application of this model to electronic communication has proved particularly valuable and is well established within the communication field. Shannon and Weaver (1949) identify three problems associated with communication; (1) Technical Problems (How accurately can the symbols of communication be transmitted?); (2) Semantic Problems (How do the transmitted symbols convey meaning?); (3) Effectiveness Problems (How effectively do the received meaning affect behaviour).

This tripartite conceptualisation may be applied to the phenomenon of online communication. If one assumes, as mentioned earlier, that individuals learn and develop through the information they receive then any distortion of communication channels may in fact influence and alter behaviour and in turn affect development. This is further supported by Laswell (1948) who notes the crucial determinant of nature of the communication medium (e.g. radio, television, or in this case, the internet etc.) when sharing and receiving information (Walther, 1992). Shannon and Weavers (1949) communication model provides the theoretical framework in which to justify the classification of the literature pertaining to this area.

3.5.2 Meso level: Systems approaches

A useful starting point for the conceptualisation of a systems based approach is the Aristotelian view that “the whole is more than the sum of its parts” (von Bertalanffy, 1962; 1972). In a general sense, a system may be defined as a “group of objects related or interacting so as to form a unity” (Garmonsway, 1991). A network is
described as a “group of persons sharing an aim or interest and frequently communicating with...or helping each other (Garmonsway, 1991). Social systems and networks involve interaction(s) and transaction(s) among a collective which may influence or alter the behaviour of individuals. Ecological Systems theory adds a humanistic feature to general system-based theories and is concerned mainly with interactions between individuals within a social system (Siporin, 1980). Furthermore, Ecological Systems Theory provides a framework in which to understand human development within an environmental context (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; 1986; 1989; Miller, 2011). A meso level approach allows one to examine online group behaviours and processes, with a particular focus on the development and maintenance of adolescent social networks.

3.5.3 Micro level: Adolescent development approaches

Following on from communication and systems based approaches is a focus on the impact of SMT’s on the individual. Thematic analysis suggested that macro/meso theories interact at this point through developmental issues unique to this population. Theories regarding human development and wellbeing are a plenty within the psychological literature. In specific regard to adolescence, (and although somewhat incongruent) theories such as those offered by Sigmund Freud, Piaget and Erik Erikson define human development sequentially postulating responses to external stimuli determined by developmental stage (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).

Erikson’s (1968) ‘Stages of Psycho-social Development’ posits adolescent development occurring primarily through identity formation within the context of social relationships (Moshman, 1999). The successful transition of each life stage in Erikson’s model is presented as a ‘crisis’ (e.g. identity vs. confusion) through which one must negotiate in order to progress. There is a period of instability before adolescent identity and positive self-esteem are achieved (Erikson, 1968). It can be seen that psychological and physiological changes cause vulnerability as coping mechanisms are constantly redefined (Frydenberg, 2008), therefore challenges, stressors or threats could have exacerbated affects (Manago et al, 2012). Erikson’s model provides a theoretical framework in which to explore issues such as self-esteem, belonging and identity (Erikson, 1968). Additional models of adolescent development are offered by Steinberg and colleagues (2005) whereby adolescence
is seen as divided into three distinct stages (Early, Middle and Late Adolescence) each of which poses differing vulnerabilities and risks (Steinberg, 2005).

4.0 Results

4.1 Methodological profile and quality of included studies

The research methodologies of studies investigating the influence of social networking sites on the mental wellbeing of adolescents were varied. The majority of studies (95%) had gender-mixed samples. However many studies had a higher number of female participants. Survey research (55%) was by far the most widely employed research design, followed by qualitative (12%), longitudinal (12%), content analysis (11%), experimental (4%), case control (3%) and mixed method studies (3%). The quantitative studies (n= 32) evaluated using the Downs and Black Instrument had scores ranging from 8 (O'Dea and Campbell, 2011) to 20 (Dolev-Cohen and Barak, 2013). These low scores reflected the weak nature of research designs retrieved within the study in relation to the research question.

Table 1. List of studies by general methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantitative = 32</th>
<th>Qualitative = 9</th>
<th>Mixed/Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross, 2004</td>
<td>Tichon and Shapiro, 2003</td>
<td>Valaitis, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donchi and Moore, 2004</td>
<td>Thomas, 2006</td>
<td>Nicholas, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valkenburg et al, 2006</td>
<td>Williams and Merten, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van den Ejinden, 2008</td>
<td>Cerna and Smahel, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwang et al, 2009</td>
<td>Siriaraya et al, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko and Kuo, 2009</td>
<td>Duggan et al, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maarten et al, 2009</td>
<td>Davies, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross, 2009</td>
<td>Parris et al, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, 2009</td>
<td>Cash et al, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker and White, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson et al, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomai et al, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leung, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandoninck et al, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Dea and Campbell(1), 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Dea and Campbell(2), 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantic et al, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devine and Lloyd, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Communication-based approaches

Research in this category fell into five broad areas: (1) intensity of online communicative practices; (2) preference for online communication; (3) online disclosure processes and motivations; (4) behaviour change through online communications; and (5) differences associated with online and offline communications. The rise of the internet and social networking sites has seen the rapid growth of readily available and accessible information on the social habits of individuals. Qualitative content analysis of publicly available profile pages, message boards and blogs has been readily employed within this area (Cerna and Samhel, 2009; Duggan et al, 2011; Siriaraya et al, 2011; Williams and Merten, 2013; Cash et al, 2013). Such studies suggest a ‘treasure trove’ of information available online regarding the communication patterns and social lives of adolescents. The literature suggests teens are more willing to disclose personal information online and, in general, displayed more emotionally empathic online communication than adults (Tichon and Shapiro, 2003; Cerna and Samhel, 2009; Ko and Kuo, 2009; Duggan et al, 2011; Siriaraya et al, 2011; Cash et al, 2013). As a result, a growing body of evidence is emerging examining the potential role of supportive virtual environments for young people (Tichon and Shapiro, 2003; Ko and Kuo, 2009; Cerna and Samhel, 2009; Nicholas, 2010; Dolev-Cohen and Barak, 2013; Siriaraya et al, 2011).
Considerable evidence suggests a negative relationship between online communication practices and wellbeing (Van den Eijnden et al., 2008; Hwang et al., 2009; O’Dea and Campbell, 2011; Devine and Lloyd, 2012; Fioravanti et al., 2012; Pantic et al., 2012; Koles and Nagy, 2012). Evidence of a ‘rich-get-richer’ phenomenon is provided whereby young people whose offline friendship quality is perceived as ‘high’ had greater benefits from online communicative activities those who did not possess high quality friendships (Ko and Kuo, 2009; Maarten et al., 2009; Davis, 2012). Perhaps reflecting the division of opinion in this field a number of studies reported positive affect between online communication and wellbeing, namely; increased social support, reduced social anxiety, increased self-esteem and reduced social isolation (Ko and Kuo, 2009; Gross, 2009; Maarten et al., 2009; Valkenburg et al., 2009; Davis, 2012; Dolev-Cohen and Barak, 2013). Moreover, three papers highlighted the possible mental health promotion benefits of online communication (Valaitis, 2005; Cerna and Smahel, 2009; Frydenberg, 2008) and interestingly, two studies reported little or no association between online communication and depression among adolescents (Gross, 2004; Jelenchick et al., 2013).

4.3 Social network and system based approaches

A number of studies examined the WB implications of SMT through the lens of interpersonal relationship formation, online friendships, social capital and social support (see below). These studies were categorised under the umbrella of social network and system based approaches and their underpinnings allowed an examination of the impact of OSN on social network development and the possible implications for individual wellbeing.

An emerging theme within the literature was online friendship (or related concept) (Tichon and Shapiro, 2003; Donchi and Moore, 2004; Hwang et al., 2009; Maarten et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2012; Fanti et al., 2012; Quinn and Oldmeadow, 2012; Apaolaza, 2013; Dolev-Cohen and Barak, 2013). However, a precise definition of what constitutes an ‘online friend’ was somewhat illusive. Some suggest that online friends are merely an extension of offline relationships (Gross, 2004; Thomas, 2006; Ahn, 2012), perhaps minimalizing any differentiating factors, making separate definition(s) problematic. The purported benefits of online friendships were identified
as the following: increased perceived social support; opportunity for emotional relief; increased social integration; opportunity for identity experimentation and extended ‘bridging’ social capital (i.e. wider social connections outside local networks, see Putnam, 2000) (Ko and Kuo, 2009; Ahn, 2012; Lueng, 2011; Sarriera, et al, 2012; Dolev-Cohen and Barak, 2013).

Social support offered through social networking sites, blogs, and specialist forums etc. provided a number of specific benefits such as increased emotional support, self-disclosure, reduced social anxiety and belongingness (Tichon and Shapiro, 2003; Valaitis, 2005; Ko and Kuo, 2009, Duggan et al, 2011; Siriaraya et al, 2011; Quinn and Oldmeadow, 2012; Williams and Merten, 2013). However, one study of online self-harm websites highlighted the lack of ‘trigger warnings’ within informal support forums/websites compared to their professional counterparts, indicating increased risk associated with the use of the former (Duggan et al, 2011). Moreover, some informal websites were also found to promote negative attitudes, actively discouraging professional help seeking (Cerna and Smahel, 2009).

Two studies compared wellbeing through communicative online activities with non-communicative activities, finding communicative online activities positively associated with increases in wellbeing (Hwang et al, 2009; Maarten et al, 2009). Social networking sites have been linked with community formation and increased belongingness among adolescents (Quinn and Oldmeadow, 2012). Social capital benefits, in particular bridging capital, are also evident within the literature, indicating a link between online networking and offline gains (Tomai et al, 2010; Ahn, 2012). Interestingly, one study also found evidence of increasing bonding capital as online usage increased (Tomai et al, 2010).

4.4 Adolescent development approaches

Eight studies used measures of self-esteem in relation to SMT (Valkenburg and Peter, 2006; Gross, 2009; Wilson et al, 2010; Baker and White, 2011; O’Dea and Campbell, 2011; Firoravanti et al, 2012; Huang and Leung, 2012; Apaolaza et al, 2013). Three reported associations between SMT, blogging and low self-esteem (Maarten et al, 2009; Firoravanti et al, 2012; Huang and Leung, 2012). Conversely, positive self-esteem associations were found between online communicative activities such as online chatting with peers or strangers or receiving support when
distressed (Donchi and Moore, 2004; Valkenburg and Peter, 2006, Gross, 2009). Self-esteem was examined as a predicting factor of levels of social networking site usage in two studies but neither reported a significant relationship (Wilson et al, 2010; Baker and White, 2011).

Mixed results were reported in studies examining depression and SMT’s (Van den Eijnden, 2008; Pantic et al, 2012; Vandoninck et al, 2012; Jelenchick et al, 2013). For example, instant messenger has been linked with increased depression in one study (Van den Eijnden, 2008) yet equally other evidence suggested no such relationship (Jelenchick et al, 2013). One large scale Taiwanese study found increased depressive mood among adolescents who used the internet to socialise and make friends, but no significant association was found between the amount of time spent online and depression (Vandoninck et al, 2011). More generally, a number of studies in North America have found negative associations between ‘social wellbeing’ and interpersonal interaction online (Pea et al, 2012).

Five studies collected data on loneliness or related concepts (e.g. social isolation) and SMT (Donchi and Moore, 2004; Gross, 2004; Leung, 2011; Huang and Leung, 2012; Apaolaza et al, 2013). In some cases loneliness decreased following OSN (Gross, 2009; Jelenchick et al, 2013). However, in one study this association was only significant for females (Apaolaza et al, 2013). Online social interaction has also been shown to support identity experimentation and found to be a more gratifying experience for lonely adolescents (Leung, 2011). Indeed further evidence from a Chinese study on bulletin board systems suggests a preference for OSN among lonely adolescents (Jelenchick et al, 2013). Related to this were two further studies which investigated feelings of belongingness (Quinn and Oldmeadow, 2012) and social exclusion (Thomas, 2006) amongst online users. Both reported positive effects between OSN and increased belongingness and reduced isolation.

4.5 Cyber-bullying (CB)

While cyber-bullying (CB) is emerging as a separate field of research in its own right, it was considered for the purposes of this review that CB is a relevant mental well-being issue occurring exclusively via social media and other online interactive technologies. CB is described as a “wilful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers...and other electronic devices” (Hinduja and Patchin, 2010). Four
papers were recovered which focused on CB (Fanti et al, 2012; Machmutow et al, 2012; Parris et al, 2012; Sticca et al, 2012) however all varied dramatically in nature and scope. Collectively, their findings suggest that offline social support may buffer the negative impact of CB (Parris et al, 2012); that time spent online may increase risk of CB (Machmutow et al, 2012); that CB (victimisation and offending) may be predicted using Psychopathic Trait measures (Sticca et al, 2012) and that victims often adopt three main attitudes strategies to reduce the impact of CB - reactive coping (responding after the event); preventative coping (protection measures e.g. stay offline) and/or acceptance (Parris et al, 2012).

Table 2. Mental well-being and related concepts by study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Wellbeing Issue or related concept investigated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tichon and Shapiro, 2003</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross, 2004</td>
<td>Social Isolation/Social Anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donchi and Moore, 2004</td>
<td>Self-Esteem/Loneliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valkaitis, 2005</td>
<td>Social participation/risk/ increased reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valkenburg et al, 2006</td>
<td>Self-Esteem/Wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, 2006</td>
<td>Identity Formation/development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams and Merten, 2008</td>
<td>‘Risk Behaviours’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van den Ejinden, 2008</td>
<td>Loneliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwang et al, 2009</td>
<td>Depressive Mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko and Kuo, 2009</td>
<td>Subjective Well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maarten et al, 2009</td>
<td>Depression and Anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross, 2009</td>
<td>Social Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerna and Smahel, 2009</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, 2009</td>
<td>Healthy Social Relationships (Parental and Peer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker and White, 2010</td>
<td>Self-Esteem Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson et al, 2010</td>
<td>Self-Esteem/Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomai et al, 2010</td>
<td>Social Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas, 2010</td>
<td>Online Mental Health Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leung, 2011</td>
<td>Loneliness/Social Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandoninck et al, 2011</td>
<td>‘Psycho-social factors’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Dea and Campbell(1), 2011</td>
<td>Self-Esteem/Social Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Dea and Campbell(2), 2011</td>
<td>‘Peer Support’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siriaraya et al, 2011</td>
<td>‘Emotional Support’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantic et al, 2012</td>
<td>Depression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.0 Discussion

This study seeks to build upon the high quality methodology of studies such as Moorhead et al (2013) and takes the topic of social media usage a step further by focusing on a more precise domain within the field of adolescent health and development. As part of a narrative review method, a theoretical model to assist with preliminary analysis was developed. Following on, the final two stages were to (1) explore relationships within the data and (2) assess the robustness of the synthesis (Popey et al, 2006).

5.1 Exploring relationships: Benefits vs. limitations of online social networking

Perhaps surprising, given the growing academic and public concern, the majority of included papers reported either mixed or no effect(s) of social media on adolescent wellbeing (Gross, 2004; Valkenburg and Peter, 2006; Cerna and Smahel, 2009; Lee, 2009; Wilson et al, 2010; Baker and White, 2011; Leung, 2011; Fanti et al, 2012; Parris et al, 2012; Sarriera et al, 2012; Sticca et al, 2012; Vandoninck et al, 2012; Cash et al, 2013; Jelenchick et al, 2013; Vandoninck et al, 2013; Williams and
Merten, 2013). These included studies which found no association(s) between SMT’s and wellbeing concepts (e.g. depression) as well as those who uncovered both increased opportunities and increased risks for wellbeing from OSN (Valkenburg and Peter, 2006; Jelenchick et al, 2013; Vandoninck et al, 2013).

5.2 Benefits of online social networking

Following the review process, 13 of the 43 studies were deemed to report beneficial outcomes regarding SMT and communication. By and large, these benefits were indirect and fuelled by perceptions regarding perceived social support. For example, increased social networking opportunities raise self-esteem and ‘belongingness’ which may then indirectly impact upon feelings of wellbeing. However, it is worth cautioning that perceived online social support may be providing a false sense of security. To balance this concern, considerable evidence suggested direct emotional and empathetic support via online networks can contribute to lowering barriers to self-disclosure (Ko and Kuo, 2009), through increased anonymity and reduced non-verbal inhibitors, thus promoting the help-seeking process. In turn, self-disclosing and associated positive feedback can enhance perceptions of community integration (Ko and Kuo, 2009) and social support (Davies, 2012; Quinn and Oldmeadow, 2013). These processes may provide a more direct explanatory link between SMT and increased wellbeing. Moreover, it is likely that repressing emotions through non-disclosure will have a negative impact upon wellbeing (Dolev-Cohen and Barak, 2013). Online disclosure can benefit stigmatised groups facilitating and encouraging their contact with mental health resources. This technology may also appeal to young males as a more fashionable alternative to traditional forms of help seeking.

5.3 Caveats to online social networking

A variety of negative outcomes between SMT and wellbeing is present within the literature. Informed by the theoretical model one could suggest that, by and large, these studies view online communication as a weaker form of interaction – the cost of which could be increased risk of depression and/or social isolation. There was evidence of links between preferences for social interaction, friendship formation online and decreases in wellbeing, however little if any association was found between number of online friends and lower wellbeing.
One large scale study suggests that merely having a social networking profile may decrease psychological wellbeing; however this negative relationship was reported only for girls (Devine and Lloyd, 2012). An important link within the body of research reviewed is the association between increased intensity of usage i.e. time spent online and increased risk of exposure to online harm, particularly pertinent to risk of CB. CB has been associated with increased depression and is therefore a real risk to adolescent wellbeing. In spite of these possibilities, little direct or indirect associations were found between time spent online and negative wellbeing, save for one Serbian study (Pantic et al, 2012). Research is thus moving away from variables relating to intensity of use, and is shifting towards the impact of different and discrete online activities.

5.4 Future Directions

The findings from this review indicate that SMT’s allow adolescents to increase the size and composition of their social networks substantially. This may be either beneficial (e.g. increased social capital, social support etc.) or harmful through increased exposure to triggering or abusive content or the promotion of negative coping strategies (Duggan et al, 2011).

One key factor associated with wellbeing outcomes, was the use of online technologies for communicative rather than non-communicative purposes (Vandoninck et al, 2011). SMT’s which promote communicative activities were shown to provide more wellbeing benefits; however this must be tempered with the fact that such activities may also increase exposure to harm. Consequently, strategies to support the wellbeing of young people who use SMT’s may wish to focus on the following areas; (1) the particular SMT being used; (2) the communicative and non-communicative activities that are taking place and (3) the social capital available to that individual to manage the potentially negative experiences that may arise. In regards to the latter, one must consider the wider social network as an important factor as they provide the context to which negative encounters are experienced. Again, the actual SMT being used is of great importance as different SMT’s provide different social networking contexts (e.g. Facebook vs. Askfm). Future research may wish to explore these issues in more
depth as well as consider the differing motivations (e.g. personality types) behind social media usage and the subsequent wellbeing implications.

6.0 Robustness and limitations of the synthesis

In terms of overall methodological quality, there was an over-representation of cross-sectional survey based research, recognised as a weaker research design in relation to the research question, for which experimental designs are notably stronger. In the face of such evidence, one is unable to distinguish various mitigating factors such as gender, socio-economic status, geographical locality etc. on adolescent OSN and wellbeing much less the impact of online friendships or specific online activities. Moreover, a disparity exists between both inductive and deductive approaches within the evidence base, therefore a greater number of mixed method designs would be welcomed within the literature. As the quality of included studies will undoubtedly impact on the reliability of the synthesis drawn from it, one must highlight this limitation. Popey et al (2006) intimate this restriction can be avoided if steps are taken to critically review the methodological quality of each study and thus ensure appropriate ‘weighting’. Using a validated instrument such as Downs and Black (1998) enables researchers to strengthen synthesis reliability. The systematic search of online databases has proved a useful formula for locating research on the topic however; future research may wish to expand the range of databases further to include more specialist communication focused databases.

7.0 Conclusion and Future Directions

This review has classified research findings in terms of the influence of social media on adolescent wellbeing. However, it must be recognised that technology acts merely as a facilitator of human interaction and is value-free, neither promoting the good nor the bad. Retrieved within this review was a wealth of contradictory evidence suggesting both harmful and beneficial aspects of SMT’s. However, one must point to a lack of evidence exacting the specific direction of the relationship between SMT and wellbeing. Be that as it may, a growing body of evidence is suggesting that SMT and WB experience(s) (either positive or negative) are premised upon specific online activity rather than variables such as, the ‘amount of time’ or ‘number of online friends’. This would suggest that early education of children and adolescents on the various pitfalls of SMT’s may enable them to avoid
more ‘harmful’ activities e.g. talking to strangers and thus reduce harmful experience(s).

Of further interest is the ability of SMT’s to foster self-disclosure through increased social network size and composition. This may prove valuable to health and social care professionals attempting to access traditionally hard-to-reach populations such as, young males or those experiencing mental ill-health. Future studies may wish to include the benefits of both informal and formal means of online support. Little or no association was found between the number of online friends and WB, perhaps suggesting more indirect effect(s) or a current indistinguishable ‘merging’ between online and offline social networks. Further research would therefore do well to investigate the impact of online friendships on issues such as online help-seeking, exposure to harm, cyber-bullying etc.
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